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EXPERT UNIT 6 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 268



Expert Unit 6a (18 activity (ies) 02:06:47) Keywords [18 word(s)] to accept (v.) according to A.S.A.P. (as soon as possible) condition to cover (v.) discount dispute to include (v.) law payment quantity quarterly sales representative to settle (v.) to sign (v.) unit warranty within



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 to fax to sign to include to pay to want
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2 to discuss to send to fax to pay to include



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[You meet the Shanghai Phones sales rep, Mrs. Li, again the following day.] So, Mr. Kelly, are you ready to discuss the contract terms? Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. Let's discuss the discount policy. I think we can negotiate the discount policy.



2



2 2 2



Will we have a 45% discount? 3 3 3



If the order is more than 10,000 units. Yes, if you order more than ten thousand units. Only if you order more than 10,000 units.



3



That's a large quantity for us. Our other distributors order the same quantity. It's the same quantity for all distribution contracts. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract.



4



Will you accept quarterly payments? If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. Yes, if you pay within 60 days of our invoice. Only if you pay within a month of our invoice.



5



4 4 4



No problem. No problem. No problem.



5 5 5



If we pay in yuan, will we pay your Shanghai office? 6



Yes, if you pay us in yuan, you will pay our Shanghai office. If you pay us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office. You will pay our Shanghai office if you pay us in yuan.
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6



Does the contract include a warranty? 7 7 7



Yes, the contract includes a warranty. There is a one-year warranty included. The warranty only covers defective products.



7



Will we have the exclusive distribution rights in China? If you agree to a one-year trial period. Yes, if you agree to a one-year trial period. Only if you accept a one-year contract.



8



How will we settle contract disputes? If we have a dispute, we'll settle it according to U.S. law. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law.



9



8 8 8



Of course. Of course.



9 9



Of course.



9



Are there any other special conditions? 10 10 10



No, there are no other conditions. Those are all the main points. We have no other conditions.



10



If you send us the contract, we will sign it immediately. We can send the contract to you tomorrow. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our office can send you the contract A.S.A.P.



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] to accept according to A.S.A.P. (as soon as possible) condition to cover discount dispute to include law payment
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quantity quarterly sales representative to settle to sign unit warranty within



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



Grammar Practice [7 exercises] 1



Modify to express comparative inferiority. Example: high



less high



expensive



less expensive



busy



less busy



satisfied



less satisfied



interesting



less interesting



large



less large



experienced



less experienced



Regular comparatives
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2



Modify to express superlative inferiority. Example: expensive



the least expensive



important



the least important



interesting



the least interesting



successful



the least successful



experienced



the least experienced



intelligent



the least intelligent



developed



the least developed



Regular superlatives



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: ten thousand



4



10,000



one thousand



1,000



eleven thousand



11,000



twenty-two thousand



22,000



thirty-seven thousand



37,000



forty-nine thousand



49,000



fifty-four thousand



54,000



Reformulate as in the example. Example: two thousand



2,000



sixty-three thousand



63,000



seventy-eight thousand



78,000



eighty-five thousand



85,000



ninety-six thousand



96,000



one hundred thousand



100,000



two hundred thousand



200,000
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5



6



Write in full as in the example. Example: 10,000



ten thousand



2,000



two thousand



12,000



twelve thousand



27,000



twenty-seven thousand



35,000



thirty-five thousand



43,000



forty-three thousand



51,000



fifty-one thousand



Write in full as in the example. Example: 11,000



7



eleven thousand



64,000



sixty-four thousand



78,000



seventy-eight thousand



86,000



eighty-six thousand



99,000



ninety-nine thousand



100,000



one hundred thousand a hundred thousand



113,000



one hundred and thirteen thousand a hundred and thirteen thousand



Reformulate as in the example. Example: one hundred and ten thousand



110,000



four hundred thousand, three hundred and sixty



400,360



eight hundred thousand, nine hundred and eleven



800,911



three hundred and forty-nine thousand and two hundred



349,200



nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand and ninety-nine



999,099



five hundred thousand and thirteen



500,013



seven hundred and twenty-five thousand and eight



725,008



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. Let's discuss the discount policy.
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I think we can negotiate the discount policy. If the order is more than 10,000 units. Yes, if you order more than ten thousand units. Only if you order more than 10,000 units. Our other distributors order the same quantity. It's the same quantity for all distribution contracts. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract. If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. Yes, if you pay within 60 days of our invoice. Only if you pay within a month of our invoice. Yes, if you pay us in yuan, you will pay our Shanghai office. If you pay us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office. You will pay our Shanghai office if you pay us in yuan. Yes, the contract includes a warranty. There is a one-year warranty included. The warranty only covers defective products. If you agree to a one-year trial period. Yes, if you agree to a one-year trial period. Only if you accept a one-year contract. If we have a dispute, we'll settle it according to U.S. law. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. No, there are no other conditions. Those are all the main points. We have no other conditions. We can send the contract to you tomorrow. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our office can send you the contract A.S.A.P.



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You meet the Shanghai Phones sales rep, Mrs. Li, again the following day.] So, Mr. Kelly, are you ready to discuss the contract terms? 2 2 2



Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. Let's discuss the discount policy. I think we can negotiate the discount policy.



2



Will we have a 45% discount? 3 3 3



If the order is more than 10,000 units. Yes, if you order more than ten thousand units. Only if you order more than 10,000 units.



3



That's a large quantity for us. 4 4 4



Our other distributors order the same quantity. It's the same quantity for all distribution contracts. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract.
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4



Will you accept quarterly payments? If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. Yes, if you pay within 60 days of our invoice. Only if you pay within a month of our invoice.



5



No problem. No problem. No problem.



5 5 5



If we pay in yuan, will we pay your Shanghai office? 6



Yes, if you pay us in yuan, you will pay our Shanghai office. If you pay us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office. You will pay our Shanghai office if you pay us in yuan.



6



6 6



Does the contract include a warranty? Yes, the contract includes a warranty. There is a one-year warranty included. The warranty only covers defective products.



7



7 7 7



Will we have the exclusive distribution rights in China? 8 8 8



If you agree to a one-year trial period. Yes, if you agree to a one-year trial period. Only if you accept a one-year contract.



8



How will we settle contract disputes? If we have a dispute, we'll settle it according to U.S. law. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law.



9



Of course. Of course.



9 9



Of course.



9



Are there any other special conditions? 10 10 10



No, there are no other conditions. Those are all the main points. We have no other conditions.
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10



If you send us the contract, we will sign it immediately. We can send the contract to you tomorrow. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our office can send you the contract A.S.A.P.



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



If you pay us in yuan, you will pay our Shanghai office. are is be settle Sequence of tenses with 'if'



2



You'll have exclusive distribution rights if you agree to a one-year contract. accept settle include paid



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to agree to to send to settle



2



to accept to transmit to resolve



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. to include to accept to send
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Sentence Practice [13 exercises] 1



Modify to express superlative inferiority. Example: Shanghai Phones has an interesting proposal.



Shanghai Phones has the least interesting proposal.



Their distributors are experienced.



Their distributors are the least experienced.



Athena Cell Phones' shipping costs are expensive.



Athena Cell Phones' shipping costs are the least expensive.



The factory in China is successful.



The factory in China is the least successful.



Regular superlatives



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Your proposal is interesting. Her proposal is more interesting.



Her proposal is more interesting than yours.



Model A is expensive. Model B is more expensive.



Model B is more expensive than Model A. Model A is less expensive than Model B.



The sales rep is experienced. The CEO is more experienced.



The CEO is more experienced than the sales rep. The sales rep is less experienced than the CEO.



The Wuhan factory is successful. The Beijing factory is more successful.



The Beijing factory is more successful than the Wuhan factory. The Beijing factory is more successful than the Wuhan one. The Wuhan factory is less successful than the Beijing factory. The Wuhan factory is less successful than the Beijing one.



Regular comparatives
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If you (pay / paid) us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office.



If you pay us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office.



If you (send / sent) us the contract, we'll sign it immediately.



If you send us the contract, we'll sign it immediately. If you send us the contract, we will sign it immediately.



If we (had / have) a dispute, we'll settle it according to U.S. law.



If we have a dispute, we'll settle it according to U. S. law. If we have a dispute, we will settle it according to U.S. law.



If you (ordered / order) more than 10,000 units, we'll give you a 15% discount.



If you order more than 10,000 units, we'll give you a 15% discount. If you order more than 10,000 units, we will give you a 15% discount.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



4



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Will we have a 45% discount? (to order 10,000 units)



Yes, if you order 10,000 units.



Will we pay the New York office? (to pay in dollars)



Yes, if you pay in dollars.



Will we have exclusive distribution rights? (to accept a one-year contract)



Yes, if you accept a one-year contract.



Will we pay in yuan? (to pay the Shanghai office)



Yes, if you pay the Shanghai office.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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5



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Will they sign the contract? (we / to send it immediately)



Yes, if we send it immediately.



Will she negotiate the discount policy? (I / to include a warranty)



Yes, if I include a warranty.



Will he accept quarterly payments? (we / to pay within 30 days)



Yes, if we pay within 30 days. Yes, if we pay within thirty days.



Will you agree to a one-year trial period? (I / to have exclusive distribution rights)



Yes, if I have exclusive distribution rights.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If you send the contract, ... (we / to sign it)



we will sign it.



If we have a contract dispute, ... (we / to settle it according to U.S. law)



we will settle it according to U.S. law. we'll settle it according to U.S. law.



If you pay within 30 days of the invoice, ... (we / to accept quarterly payments)



we will accept quarterly payments. we'll accept quarterly payments.



If you order 10,000 units, ... (we / to give you a 15% discount)



we will give you a 15% discount. we'll give you a 15% discount.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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7



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If you pay within 30 days of the invoice, ... (we / to accept quarterly payments)



we will accept quarterly payments.



If they give us exclusive distribution rights, ... (we / to agree to a one-year contract)



we will agree to a one-year contract. we'll agree to a one-year contract.



If he includes a warranty, ... (it / to cover defective products)



it will cover defective products. it'll cover defective products.



If she faxes me the contract, ... (I / to sign it today)



I will sign it today. I'll sign it today.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If we pay within 30 days, ... (you / to accept quarterly payments)



will you accept quarterly payments?



If there are no special conditions, ... (it / to be good for us)



will it be good for us?



If he includes a warranty, ... (it / to cover defective products)



will it cover defective products?



If we have a contract dispute, ... (we / to settle it according to U.S. law)



will we settle it according to U.S. law?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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9



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If we have a contract dispute, ... (we / to settle it according to U.S. law)



will we settle it according to U.S. law?



If my office faxes you the invoice, ... (you / to pay it tomorrow)



will you pay it tomorrow?



If we order more than 10,000 units, ... (they / to agree to a 30% discount)



will they agree to a 30% discount?



If we negotiate our discount policy, ... (he / to negotiate the quantity)



will he negotiate the quantity?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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10



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We have a dispute. We settle it according to U.S. law.



If we have a dispute, we will settle it according to U.S. law.



We have exclusive rights. We accept a one-year contract.



If we have exclusive rights, we will accept a one-year contract. If we have exclusive rights, we'll accept a one-year contract. We will accept a one-year contract if we have exclusive rights. We'll accept a one-year contract if we have exclusive rights.



You pay within 60 days. We accept quarterly payments.



If you pay within 60 days, we will accept quarterly payments. If you pay within 60 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. We will accept quarterly payments if you pay within 60 days. We'll accept quarterly payments if you pay within 60 days.



You order more than 8,000 units. You have a 20% discount.



If you order more than 8,000 units, you will have a 20% discount. If you order more than 8,000 units, you'll have a 20% discount. You will have a 20% discount if you order more than 8,000 units. You'll have a 20% discount if you order more than 8,000 units.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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11



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You pay within 60 days. We accept quarterly payments.



If you pay within 60 days, we will accept quarterly payments.



They sign the contract today. There are no special conditions.



If they sign the contract today, there will be no special conditions. If they sign the contract today, there'll be no special conditions. There will be no special conditions if they sign the contract today. There'll be no special conditions if they sign the contract today.



You pay us in dollars. You pay the Los Angeles office.



If you pay us in dollars, you will pay the Los Angeles office. If you pay us in dollars, you'll pay the Los Angeles office. You will pay the Los Angeles office if you pay us in dollars. You'll pay the Los Angeles office if you pay us in dollars.



She agrees to a trial period. We give her the distribution rights.



If she agrees to a trial period, we will give her the distribution rights. If she agrees to a trial period, we'll give her the distribution rights. We will give her the distribution rights if she agrees to a trial period. We'll give her the distribution rights if she agrees to a trial period.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



12



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We pay you in dollars. We pay the Los Angeles office.



If we pay you in dollars, will we pay the Los Angeles office?



We order 4,000 units. We have a discount.



If we order 4,000 units, will we have a discount? Will we have a discount if we order 4,000 units?



I fax you the invoice. You pay it today.



If I fax you the invoice, will you pay it today?



We sign the contract. It includes a warranty.



If we sign the contract, will it include a warranty?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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13



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I fax you the invoice. You pay it today.



If I fax you the invoice, will you pay it today?



We sign the distribution contract. There are special conditions.



If we sign the distribution contract, will there be special conditions?



They meet tomorrow. They negotiate the terms of the contract.



If they meet tomorrow, will they negotiate the terms of the contract?



She agrees to the contract. We order a large quantity.



If she agrees to the contract, will we order a large quantity?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



Mystery Phrase [1 exercises] 1



Synonym of 'to agree to.' to accept



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



The notion of means
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2



Verbs introducing a second action



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



[You meet the Shanghai Phones sales rep, Mrs. Li, again the following day.] So, Mr. Kelly, are you ready to discuss the contract terms? Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. Let's discuss the discount policy. I think we can negotiate the discount policy. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



2 2 2 We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



That's the best proposal we have so far. Our largest expense is shipping. Shipping is our greatest expense. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li.



2



Will we have a 45% discount? 3 3 3



If the order is more than 10,000 units. Yes, if you order more than ten thousand units. Only if you order more than 10,000 units. The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Yes, the contract includes a warranty. We can send the contract to you tomorrow. Wuhan is our closest plant. Those are all the main points.
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3



That's a large quantity for us. 4 4 4



Our other distributors order the same quantity. It's the same quantity for all distribution contracts. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. The warranty only covers defective products.



4



Will you accept quarterly payments? If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. Yes, if you pay within 60 days of our invoice. Only if you pay within a month of our invoice. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. We are looking for China's best distributor.



No problem. No problem. No problem. Of course.



5 5 5



We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant.



5



If we pay in yuan, will we pay your Shanghai office? Yes, if you pay us in yuan, you will pay our Shanghai office. If you pay us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office. You will pay our Shanghai office if you pay us in yuan. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. That's higher than we can offer. We are looking for China's best distributor. The biggest expense is shipping. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law.
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We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. Of course.
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6



Does the contract include a warranty? Yes, the contract includes a warranty. There is a one-year warranty included. The warranty only covers defective products. The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Can you stock our best models? Wuhan is our closest plant. The biggest expense is shipping.



7



7 7 7



Of course we can.



Will we have the exclusive distribution rights in China? If you agree to a one-year trial period. Yes, if you agree to a one-year trial period. Only if you accept a one-year contract. If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. We are looking for China's best distributor.



8 8 8 No problem. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



Wuhan is our closest plant. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract.



8



How will we settle contract disputes? If we have a dispute, we'll settle it according to U.S. law. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. The nearest factory is in Wuhan. That's higher than we can offer. Our largest expense is shipping. If the order is more than 10,000 units.
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Of course. Of course.



9 9



Of course.



9
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9



Are there any other special conditions? 10 10 10



No, there are no other conditions. Those are all the main points. We have no other conditions. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract. Only if you order more than 10,000 units. Shipping is our greatest expense. If the order is more than 10,000 units.



10



If you send us the contract, we will sign it immediately. We can send the contract to you tomorrow. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our office can send you the contract A.S.A.P. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. The warranty only covers defective products. It's the same quantity for all distribution contracts. Our other distributors order the same quantity. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li.



Keywords [23 word(s)] lawyer image to finalize (v.) legal financial to come to terms common ground to draw up (v.) to undergo (v.) modification to risk (v.) to turn out (v.) to overcome (v.) obstacle to resemble (v.) sponge to wring (v.) clause to jeopardize (v.) to uncork (v.) to redesign (v.) amendment dialogue
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Video and Questions [1 exercises] Have you ever asked yourself how a contract is concluded? You must surely imagine very serious meetings attended by dozens of lawyers. Maybe you even have the image in your head of two chairmen on a golf course who, arriving at the eighteenth hole, shake hands to finalize their agreement. In fact, everything begins here: in the secretary's office. The future partners contact each other by phone to arrange a meeting. The most difficult thing is agreeing on the legal and financial terms of the contract. Here, the two parties hope to find a common ground concerning the building of a new tourism complex. The architect's objective is to have his project accepted and the property developer's, to get the best proposal for the least cost and with a reasonable period of construction. The plans drawn up by the architect will probably undergo a few modifications because some of the suggested proposals risk turning out to be very costly. The two men are trying to come to an agreement. They state their points of view and look for a way to overcome the possible obstacles. In a word, they negotiate. The contract, now written, is then handed over to the lawyers who also try to get as much money out of the deal as possible. Their work consists in warning and protecting their clients from possible conflicts. In fact, a contract resembles a sponge. Everyone wrings it to try and get a maximum out of it. The lawyers have come to the end of their work and the contract is finally ready to be signed. At the last minute, the architect doesn't agree with one of the clauses. Some of the property developer's demanded changes would considerably change the villas' outward appearance and could jeopardize the deal's success. He can't accept such a thing. Well, it's always like that! Just into the final straight and within an inch of uncorking the champagne, a final problem arises. The architect demands an explanation as to why such changes are needed. He refuses to take part in a construction project of common villas. Now all he has left to do is redesign everything, or more or less, a good part of it. He modifies his plans and allows the developer to save lots of money. Everyone finally seems to be satisfied. The secretary adds the last amendments to the contract's text, the lawyers examine it a final time and the men shake hands. Who would have thought that negotiating a contract needed so much time, work and, above all, dialogue?



1



What is the video about? Signing contracts Playing golf Secretarial work Working with lawyers Working with firemen



2



What happens when two people find 'common ground'? They agree on something. They play on the same golf course. They disagree on something. They buy some land. They buy some bread.
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3



What do lawyers try to do? Make a profit Create conflict Provide conflicting evidence Protect themselves Protect ourselves



4



What does the architect refuse to do? Accept the property developer's proposed changes. Participate in the building of expensive property. Participate in the building of complicated property. Uncork the champagne before the project is finished.



5



What is meant by 'the final straight'? The last phase The last brick The last day The first phase The penultimate phase



6



Which of the following professionals is least concerned with cost? Architect Property developer Lawyer Chairman Plastic surgeon



7



The property developer's demanded changes could... change the way the villas look. change the villas' interiors. change the construction time. change the villas' names. change the villas' surnames.



8



What is meant by 'amendments'? Changes Spelling corrections Small details Finishing touches Supplementary confusion
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9



Which of the following is not an objective of the property developer? Negotiating the contract's legal terms Finding the best proposal Saving money Cutting down the construction period Adding on to the construction period



10



What is meant by the word 'jeopardize'? Endanger Conclude Speed up Modify Alter



Word Pronunciation [23 word(s)] lawyer image to finalize legal financial to come to terms common ground to draw up to undergo modification to risk to turn out to overcome obstacle to resemble sponge to wring clause to jeopardize to uncork to redesign amendment dialogue



Expert Unit 6b (20 activity (ies) 02:12:13) Keywords [10 word(s)] contract exclusive factory to negotiate (v.) period proposal right shipping
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term trial



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 a factory a product a contract a retail store a discount



2 a retail store a factory a contract a sales rep a plant



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[You are meeting with the sales rep for Shanghai Phones, a Chinese distributor.] Nice to meet you, Mr. Kelly. 2 2 2



Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li.



2



So, you would like to enter the market here. We are looking for China's best distributor. Athena wants the most experienced distributor in China. My company is looking for a distributor in China.
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We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.
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3 3 3



3



We sell to more than 400 retail stores in Shanghai. How many of our models can you stock? Can you stock our best models? Will you stock all of our models?



4



All of them! Of course we can. That's no problem.



4 4 4



However, we want to have a 45% discount on wholesale orders. We never negotiate the discount. That's higher than we can offer. Our largest discount is 40% on wholesale orders.



5



5 5 5



We will increase your sales by 20%. Yes, but can you guarantee to raise our sales by 20%? Do you guarantee that our sales will increase by 20%? Is an increase of 20% guaranteed?



6



6 6 6



Yes, if you increase the discount. I can't offer you a larger discount. We never change our policies. Our policy is a 40% discount.



7



7 7 7



Well, what is your biggest expense? 8 8 8



Shipping is our greatest expense. Our largest expense is shipping. The biggest expense is shipping.



8



Where is your closest factory? 9 9 9



The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant. Our closest factory is near Wuhan.
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9



O.K., we can pay for all your shipping to Shanghai. 10 10 10



Your proposal is getting better. This is becoming more interesting. That's the best proposal we have so far.



10



But we want exclusive distribution rights for your products in China. We can give you exclusive distribution rights for a one-year trial period. Athena can give you a trial period of one year. Shanghai Phones can have exclusive distribution rights for a trial period.



11



O.K.



11



O.K. O.K.



11 11



Shall we negotiate the terms of the contract? Let's discuss this again tomorrow. We can discuss this more tomorrow. I need to talk this over with my boss.



O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye.



Word Pronunciation [11 word(s)] contract to discuss exclusive factory to negotiate period proposal right shipping term trial



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



We are looking for the best distributor in Europe. better good very good worse Irregular superlatives
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2



This proposal is better than the last one. best interesting largest guaranteed Irregular comparatives



3



Shall we negotiate the distribution rights in North America? Let's What How Why 'Shall'



Word Association [3 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to look for to enter to increase



2



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to give to guarantee to change



3



to search to penetrate to raise



to offer to ensure to alter



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. proposal factory expense



offer plant cost



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You are meeting with the sales rep for Shanghai Phones, a Chinese distributor.] Nice to meet you, Mr. Kelly. 2 2 2



Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li.
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2



So, you would like to enter the market here. We are looking for China's best distributor. Athena wants the most experienced distributor in China. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



3



3



All of them! Of course we can. That's no problem.



4 4 4



5 5 5



We will increase your sales by 20%. 6 6 6



Yes, but can you guarantee to raise our sales by 20%? Do you guarantee that our sales will increase by 20%? Is an increase of 20% guaranteed?



6



Yes, if you increase the discount. 7 7 7



I can't offer you a larger discount. We never change our policies. Our policy is a 40% discount.



7



3



However, we want to have a 45% discount on wholesale orders. We never negotiate the discount. That's higher than we can offer. Our largest discount is 40% on wholesale orders.



5



3



We sell to more than 400 retail stores in Shanghai. How many of our models can you stock? Can you stock our best models? Will you stock all of our models?



4



We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



Well, what is your biggest expense? 8 8 8



Shipping is our greatest expense. Our largest expense is shipping. The biggest expense is shipping.
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8



Where is your closest factory? 9 9 9



The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant. Our closest factory is near Wuhan.



9



O.K., we can pay for all your shipping to Shanghai. Your proposal is getting better. This is becoming more interesting. That's the best proposal we have so far.



10



But we want exclusive distribution rights for your products in China. We can give you exclusive distribution rights for a one-year trial period. Athena can give you a trial period of one year. Shanghai Phones can have exclusive distribution rights for a trial period.



11



10 10 10



O.K.



11



O.K. O.K.



11 11



Shall we negotiate the terms of the contract? Let's discuss this again tomorrow. We can discuss this more tomorrow. I need to talk this over with my boss.



O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye.



Sentence Pronunciation [33 sentence(s)] Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li. We are looking for China's best distributor. Athena wants the most experienced distributor in China. My company is looking for a distributor in China. How many of our models can you stock? Can you stock our best models? Will you stock all of our models? We never negotiate the discount. That's higher than we can offer. Our largest discount is 40% on wholesale orders. Yes, but can you guarantee to raise our sales by 20%? Do you guarantee that our sales will increase by 20%? Is an increase of 20% guaranteed? I can't offer you a larger discount.
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We never change our policies. Our policy is a 40% discount. Shipping is our greatest expense. Our largest expense is shipping. The biggest expense is shipping. The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. Your proposal is getting better. This is becoming more interesting. That's the best proposal we have so far. We can give you exclusive distribution rights for a one-year trial period. Athena can give you a trial period of one year. Shanghai Phones can have exclusive distribution rights for a trial period. Let's discuss this again tomorrow. We can discuss this more tomorrow. I need to talk this over with my boss.



Mystery Phrase [3 exercises] 1



The place where a product is made. factory



2



Synonym of 'an offer.' proposal



3



Synonym of 'to discuss.' to negotiate



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'Shall'
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2



Regular superlatives
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3



Irregular superlatives



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: more experienced



the most experienced



more successful



the most successful



more intelligent



the most intelligent



more exclusive



the most exclusive



more interesting



the most interesting



more expensive



the most expensive



more important



the most important



Regular superlatives



2



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: bad proposal



the worst proposal



high quality



the highest quality



close factory



the closest factory



late meeting



the latest meeting



large discount



the largest discount



good distributor



the best distributor



big expense



the biggest expense



Regular superlatives
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Sentence Practice [8 exercises] 1



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: Shipping is a big expense. She's a nice sales rep.



She's the nicest sales rep. She is the nicest sales rep.



10% is a large discount.



10% is the largest discount. Ten percent is the largest discount.



That's a good factory.



That's the best factory. That is the best factory.



Regular superlatives



2



Shipping is the biggest expense.



Irregular superlatives



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: That's a bad factory.



That's the worst factory.



The factory in Wuhan is close.



The factory in Wuhan is the closest.



We can offer a high discount.



We can offer the highest discount.



Shanghai Phones is a big distributor in China.



Shanghai Phones is the biggest distributor in China.



Regular superlatives



3



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: Shanghai Phones is a big distributor in China.



Shanghai Phones is the biggest distributor in China.



Mount Everest is a high mountain.



Mount Everest is the highest mountain.



That's a bad proposal.



That's the worst proposal. That is the worst proposal.



Can you stock our good models?



Can you stock our best models?



Regular superlatives
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4



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: Athena Cell Phones wants an experienced distributor.



Athena Cell Phones wants the most experienced distributor.



Shanghai Phones has an interesting proposal.



Shanghai Phones has the most interesting proposal.



Do you stock exclusive models?



Do you stock the most exclusive models?



We sell expensive products.



We sell the most expensive products.



Regular superlatives



5



Modify to express comparative superiority. Example: Their factory is close. That's a long trial period.



That's a longer trial period. That is a longer trial period.



They gave us a good discount.



They gave us a better discount.



They have bad policies.



They have worse policies.



Regular comparatives



6



Their factory is closer.



Irregular comparatives



Modify to express comparative superiority. Example: Their factory is near.



Their factory is nearer.



His discount is large.



His discount is larger.



The Eiffel Tower is high.



The Eiffel Tower is higher.



The shipping costs are great.



The shipping costs are greater.



Regular comparatives
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7



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Shanghai Phones is better than Athena Cell Phones.



Shanghai Phones is the best.



The sales rep is older than his assistant.



The sales rep is the oldest.



The main office is larger than the branch.



The main office is the largest.



The distributor is closer than the factory.



The distributor is the closest.



Regular superlatives



8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Shanghai Phones is better than Athena Cell Phones.



Shanghai Phones is the best.



Shanghai is nearer than Wuhan.



Shanghai is the nearest.



The shipping expenses are greater than the advertising costs.



The shipping expenses are the greatest.



Russia is bigger than China.



Russia is the biggest.



Regular superlatives



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



[You are meeting with the sales rep for Shanghai Phones, a Chinese distributor.] Nice to meet you, Mr. Kelly. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li. Only if you pay within a month of our invoice. I need to talk this over with my boss. There is a one-year warranty included. Yes, the contract includes a warranty. Yes, if you order more than ten thousand units.
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2 2 2 No problem. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye.
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2



So, you would like to enter the market here. We are looking for China's best distributor. Athena wants the most experienced distributor in China. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



3



All of them! Of course we can. That's no problem.



4 4 4



3 3



Your proposal is getting better. The biggest expense is shipping. I can't offer you a larger discount. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our other distributors order the same quantity.



3



We sell to more than 400 retail stores in Shanghai. How many of our models can you stock? Can you stock our best models? Will you stock all of our models? We have no other conditions. Yes, if you pay within 60 days of our invoice. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. If you agree to a one-year trial period. I can't offer you a larger discount.



4



No problem. Of course.



However, we want to have a 45% discount on wholesale orders. We never negotiate the discount. That's higher than we can offer. Our largest discount is 40% on wholesale orders. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Wuhan is our closest plant. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. The biggest expense is shipping. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law.
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5 5 5



Of course.
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5



We will increase your sales by 20%. Yes, but can you guarantee to raise our sales by 20%? Do you guarantee that our sales will increase by 20%? Is an increase of 20% guaranteed? The warranty only covers defective products. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



6 6 6 Of course. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li.



6



Yes, if you increase the discount. I can't offer you a larger discount. We never change our policies. Our policy is a 40% discount. We are looking for China's best distributor. If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



7 7 7 We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. No problem. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



The warranty only covers defective products.



7



Well, what is your biggest expense? Shipping is our greatest expense. Our largest expense is shipping. The biggest expense is shipping. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law. No, there are no other conditions. Only if you order more than 10,000 units. Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. If the order is more than 10,000 units.
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8



Where is your closest factory? The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract. The warranty only covers defective products. We have no other conditions. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li.



9



9 9 9



Of course.



O.K., we can pay for all your shipping to Shanghai. 10 10 10



Your proposal is getting better. This is becoming more interesting. That's the best proposal we have so far. The warranty only covers defective products. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our other distributors order the same quantity. Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. Yes, the contract includes a warranty.



10



But we want exclusive distribution rights for your products in China. We can give you exclusive distribution rights for a one-year trial period. Athena can give you a trial period of one year. Shanghai Phones can have exclusive distribution rights for a trial period. Our largest expense is shipping. Yes, the contract includes a warranty. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Our policy is a 40% discount. Shipping is our greatest expense.
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O.K.



11



O.K. O.K.



11 11
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Shall we negotiate the terms of the contract? Let's discuss this again tomorrow. We can discuss this more tomorrow. I need to talk this over with my boss. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



The biggest expense is shipping. Our other distributors order the same quantity. Our largest expense is shipping. Wuhan is our closest plant.



Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



The perfect conditional
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Perfect conditional using 'should'



3



Use of 'both'



4



Emphatic 'do'
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Keywords [14 word(s)] eager whereas to go through night deposit to stipulate (v.) to reimburse (v.) in debt share sector to rocket (v.) to speculate (v.) outlay stockbroker shareholder



Video and Questions [1 exercises] After a long day's work behind your shop counter, you're eager to find out how much you've earned. So you count the money in the cash register. Many customers have paid their bills today, so there should be more money than usual. Of course, you prefer cash payments because they go immediately into your bank account, whereas when you receive a check, you always have to wait between three and five days for it to go through! When you're counting, make sure you separate the notes and put them all the same side up. This will help you when checking. Once you've finished doing your accounts, don't forget to put the money in the night deposit at the bank. You'll go back tomorrow morning to find out your exact balance. Your insurance policy stipulates that the money should be in a safe place, otherwise, in case of fire or theft, you won't be reimbursed. The next day, you're at the bank as soon as the counters open. The manager already has an appointment, dealing with a customer in debt! Luckily, you put all the notes the same way up last night and your calculations were right! Otherwise she'd be angry with you as well! You take advantage of the occasion to ask for a little financial advice. You've been putting money aside for a few years and your savings are quite considerable. Now you'd like to invest. Savings accounts don't interest you anymore because the interest rates are too low. So you discuss possible investments with your advisor. He suggests you invest in property. You're already a home owner, but he suggests you buy a second house and then rent it. Unfortunately you're not interested because the local and property taxes are too high. You'd rather invest your money in new companies that have just issued shares on the stock market. Especially in the computer sector: it's growing fast and share prices are rocketing. Be careful, though! Study the proposals well before speculating on the stock market.
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Finally your advisor suggests you put your money on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. Before you sign anything, he asks you if you're sure you won't want to make any large outlays in the years to come. A few months later, you start having doubts about the value of your investment. Did you do the right thing investing all your savings at once? You phone your stockbroker and ask him about the situation. He understands that you're a little anxious, but the news is good: your shares have gone up by twenty percent! Mind you don't end up catching the 'shareholders' virus' and eternally wonder whether to sell or wait a little longer!



1



Why should there be more money than usual? Many customers have paid. Many customers have eaten. Many customers have left tips. Many customers have forgotten their wallets. Many customers have gone bankrupt. Many customers like to spend as much as they can.



2



Why are cash payments preferable? They are quick. They are slow. They are safer. Banks prefer them. They smell good. They are inconvenient.



3



Putting all the notes the same way up... makes it easier to count. is more pleasant for the banker. protects you against theft. helps you get reimbursed. helps keep things organized. is really the only polite way to do it.



4



Your insurance policy says the money... must be safe. must be counted. must be in a safe. must be the right way up. could be safe. could be unsafe.



5



Which of these words best describes the bank manager in the video? Angry Happy In debt Calm Handsome Avid
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6



Why is the bank manager talking with another client? The client owes the bank money. The bank owes the client money. The client has had his money stolen. The client didn't keep his money the right way up. The bank owes the client's sister money. The bank would like to not owe him money.



7



What does 'to put aside money' mean? To save money To spend money To invest money To waste money To send money To launder money



8



What is meant by 'rocketing'? Rising quickly Rising steadily Falling quickly Stable Vacillation Unstable



9



What is meant by 'making large outlays'? Spending a lot of money Losing a lot of money Making dangerous investments Taking out loans Making relatively safe investments Taking in loans



10



Which word best describes the shareholders' virus? Indecision Security Haste Luck Cantankerous Odoriferous



Word Pronunciation [14 word(s)] eager whereas to go through night deposit to stipulate
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to reimburse in debt share sector to rocket to speculate outlay stockbroker shareholder



Cultural Texts [2 cultural text(s)] 1



The Boston Tea Party The Boston Tea Party / rebellion / The Tea Act / colonies / blatant / self-rule / patriots / Native Americans / the American Revolution



Tea with lemon The Boston Tea Party was an 18th-century American act of rebellion against the British. In 1773, the British passed The Tea Act. This act declared that only the British could bring tea into the colonies and only the British East India Company could sell it. The colonists saw this as a blatant insult to their right to self-rule. As a protest, the people of Boston made the British ships carrying tea turn around and leave the colonies. In response to this, the British received an order to force the tea to the shore under military escort on December 17th. The American patriots heard about this and on the night of December 16th, 1773, disguised as Native Americans, secretly boarded a British ship. They then dumped the ship's cargo of tea into the harbor. Thus, this event has since been called the Boston Tea Party! It was the single most important event leading up to the American Revolution.
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2



Independence Day Independence Day / birth / fireworks / parades / pageants / Washington / Philadelphia / Congress / the Declaration of Independence



Fourth of July fireworks Independence Day, on July 4th, celebrates the birth of the United States. This patriotic day is usually celebrated with fireworks, parades, pageants and speeches. People all across America gather for family picnics and outings. In Washington, D.C., the National Independence Day parade attracts over four million people a year! Independence was declared on July 4th, 1776. In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Congress declared, in the Declaration of Independence, that the thirteen colonies were free of British rule. A year later, the first anniversary was celebrated with bonfires all across Philadelphia. Church bells rang, and candles were lit in almost every window. These were the first true Independence Day celebrations. Although Independence Day wasn't made a federal legal holiday until 1941, Americans have celebrated the birth of their nation in style every year since those first celebrations.



Riddles [6 exercises] 1



What drink were the British and Americans fighting over in 1773? Tea Hints: Only the British could sell it. It was sold by the British East India Company. It starts with the letter 'T.' Cultural text: The Boston Tea Party (History )



2



What act did the British pass that lead to the Boston Tea Party? The Tea Act Hints: The colonists saw it as an insult. It was passed in 1773. It said only the British could sell tea. Cultural text: The Boston Tea Party (History )
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3



Whose tea did the American patriots dump into the harbor in 1773? The British Hints: They passed the Tea Act. America had been their colony. Their name starts with a 'B.' Cultural text: The Boston Tea Party (History )



4



Where does the American National Independence Day parade take place? Washington, D.C. Hints: Four million people come here for this event. This city is the capital of the U.S. This city begins with 'W.' Cultural text: Independence Day (Traditions )



5



What famous declaration was made in 1776? The Declaration of Independence Hints: This declaration was made in Philadelphia. It involved the thirteen British colonies. This declaration is celebrated every July 4th. Cultural text: Independence Day (Traditions )



6



Where was Independence Day first celebrated? Philadelphia Hints: This city was originally the capital of the U.S. Independence was declared in this city. This city is in Pennsylvania. Cultural text: Independence Day (Traditions )
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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2) 

1. [You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers ..... Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. I know. 4 ...... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.










 








EXPERT UNIT 7 (B2) 

Then you call the first name on the list. "DENTON Company, good morning." I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 1 (B2) 

Hello, Malpass Consulting. How can I help ... What would you like to know about the conference? ... Could you give me the details of the conference next week?










 








EXPERT UNIT 4 (B2) 

Expert Unit 4a (21 activity (ies) 02:14:04). Keywords [17 ... You have just started working for Andrew & Co. in Boston where you are in charge of a new product. What will .... (the trade papers). The trade papers gave the product high marks. Use of t










 








expert unit 5 (b2) 

fast slow. 2 a meeting a lunch break an annual fee a phone bill a good rate ..... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ...... trigger off a third world war!










 








EXPERT UNIT 2 (B2) 

What do you do? I'm a consultant. That's a good job. 9. I'm a systems engineer. 9. I'm a technical salesman. 9. 9. How long have you been with this company?










 








ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B2) 

accommodation building cheesecake diner driver's license friendly to get lost hostel monument museum neighborhood rest room sightseeing skyscraper snack.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B2) 

2. 2. We're having a few problems with one of the networks you installed for us. What seems to ... Several hospitals use our equipment without any problems. 4. 4 .... quite large quite tall ...... Well, I'd say around ten thousand dollars. .... The o










 








EXPERT UNIT 6 (B3) 

Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 3. I connected ... I saved a document and my computer froze. 3. 3 ... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 6 (B2) 

You are back in France where you have just started your own business. ..... The foreign exchange office is where you change your money from abroad. ..... planning?" I've just arrived. Oh, you arrived later than expected. 11. I've just started this ..










 








BEGINNER UNIT 5 (B2) 

I'm answering your stupid questions! 13 ... Word Pronunciation - body parts [21 word(s)] leg .... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B2) 

Would you give me your company name and address? 6. Can I have your company name and address? 6. 4. The name is Boardman. I'm sorry, can you repeat ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B2) 

What's the weather going to be like this weekend? 3. Do you ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? ...... that song. Regular superlatives. Relative pronouns and adverbs. 3 a dog.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B2) 

In the living room. 3 ..... 16 A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever ..... It's well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 5 (B2) 

Yes, what can I do for you, Wendy? 3. We will .... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2 ... I'm sorry, I don't understand. 3.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B2) 

New York is a great place to mix business and pleasure. 4. Well, I hope it ... I didn't realize you rented out cars. Oh, yes! But under our subsidiary's name. 9. 8.










 








intermediate unit 4 (b2) 

I'm ordering ice cream for the kids. Who are you ordering ice cream for? We should ...... General Motors continue to dominate the market. Riddles [6 exercises]. 1.










 








advanced unit 4 (b2) 

Advanced Unit 4a (18 activity (ies) 01:57:58) ..... America had recovered from economic crisis, but the Depression served as a lesson to future .... Page 24/47 ...










 








intermediate unit 1 (b2) 

My name is Peter Green. Nice to meet .... I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business. 4. He should ..... seems that every task in this company is urgent!










 








ADVANCED UNIT 7 (B2) 

carry along. Dialogue: ...... take a vacation ..... Yellowstone was declared the world's first national park in 1872. ... These geysers are evidence of volcanic activity.










 








intermediate unit 3 (b2) 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 4. Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much ...










 








advanced unit 3 (b2) 

Could I have a window seat, please? Of course, sir. 4. 4 ...... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2. I asked you for your ...










 








ADVANCED UNIT 2 (B2) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises]. 1 a driver a teacher a passenger an artist a surfer ... Construction of the present conditional Regular superlatives. Text Transformation [1 .... This town is in Michigan. The Cadillac .
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